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 France Génomique : to maintain France at the state-of-the-art in genomics
(hardware, expertise)
 Nation-wide infrastructure dedicated to the large-scale production and analysis
of genomics data
 Key objectives :
 Sharing expertise and investments
 Keeping up to date : technological survey, development, applications
 Dealing with momentum toward computing
 Disseminating knowledge
 Funding high impact projects

 How to cope with the “data deluge” ? Answer : being synergetic with TGCC !
 Dedicated extension of the Airain cluster at TGCC
 1-10 PB class, HPC, high performance file system
 Large-memory system, for assembly and graph traversal problems
 Tailored to genomic community needs : workgroup, queue settings, quota,
file system layout and organization…
 System administration, security, operations… by TGCC’s team
 Software availability : more than 220 package, support for multiple versions,
dependency management…

Sequencing platform
Bioinformatic platform
E-infrastructure
Associated platform

Infrastructure summary,
showing parts of the file
system layout and
performance figures.

“Genostore” (“long-term” storage) usage, by
project. 900 TB used by 2015. Total storage is 2 PB
on disk and 5 PB (hierarchical system, disk + tapes).

The Tara Oceans journey, with
sampling locations.

CPU time, year 2015, by projects.
Not shown here : large-memory
system and 8 millions hours on
Curie

Sampling strategy.
For biological sampling,
different volumes of water from
different depths are gathered
with different methods,
depending on the size fraction
studied.
Water is then filtered through
different successive meshes to
fractionnate the plankton
population.
The global range of organisms
targeted goes from 0 to 2 mm.

During this 30 months trip, more
than 180 sampling stations were
conducted, gathering both
biological material, physicochemistry descriptors of the water
masses, high-throughput imaging
data of planktonic organisms, and
oceanographic data.

Data production and analysis pipeline
Sampling
Water is pumped from
surface or sampled
from several depth
through Nitskin
bottles

Filtration
A succession of
filters splits
population in
consecutive size
fractions

ADN/ARN
extraction
DNA & RNA are
extracted from
material recovered
from filters

Sequencing
Paired ends 100 bp
Illumina
sequencing is
performed

Metatranscriptome
assembly
cDNA contigs
are assembled
from each
filter
sequences

NR Unigenes
annotation
Comprehensive
reference nonredundant Unigene
catalog is b uild
and characterised

Reads mapping
Unigenes
occurences are
computed from
each filter
sequencing data

Main species distribution over stations
The 25 most represented identified species shows
distinct genomics repartition among sampling stations,
illustrating the versatility of planctonic populations.
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Global metagenomic dataset
comparison
Massive global metagenomic sequences
comparison unveils oceanic waters biocompartimentalisation

Taxonomic assignations
55% of the unigenes have a taxonomic
assignation based on sequence comparison
with known proteins databases.
Functional differentiation
Biological processes relative expression among 0.8 – 5 µ samples as determined
through metatranscriptomics analysis..

Big Data ?
From more than 900 Tbases of sequence data, a 117 millions
eukaryotes unigenes catalog has been built and
characterised throughout more than 440 samples from 70
stations. Taxonomic, functional and distributions analyses
where performed using about 22 millions CPU hours on the
curie and airain infrastructures.
The frantic increase of sequencing capabilities implies a
heavy use of high throughput computing infrastructures,
along with development of new algorithms, to keep pace
with this data deluge.

